Customized GPS
Tracking Solutions
for Fleet Management & Asset Tracking

Tracking More Than Just Dots on a Map
Rastrac serves organizations on nearly every continent — from small and midsize businesses to large municipal
organizations — to help them meet their fleet tracking and monitoring needs. Using fleet intelligence, automated
reporting, and alert notifications, you can enjoy greater visibility into your operations, thereby mitigating risks and
streamlining the efficiency of your organization.

Rastrac’s Current Service Offerings
At Rastrac, we offer a vast array of services as well as the ability to create custom, tailored
solutions. Some of our existing services include:

Vehicle and equipment monitoring
and telematics.

Versatile live tracking
solutions.

Comprehensive geofencing solutions
(the ability to create geofences within
geofences).

On-the-go access with our Rastrac
Mobile app.

StreetComplete, a color-coded live
tracking map that “ages” to display a
service timeline.

Our non-proprietary GPS tracking devices and software works with virtually any third-party system. This
versatility enables you to integrate Rastrac’s equipment or software into your existing systems, saving
you time, energy, and money.

Creating a
Custom GPS Tracking Solution
Rastrac’s comprehensive asset tracking and fleet management software is built using a customizable application
programming interface (API). This versatile solution enables us to create customized solutions to meet virtually any
fleet tracking need.
Some of the advantages of creating a custom tracking solution include:
oo Greater visibility to help reduce overhead costs and
make operations more efficient

oo Adding or removing features or reports from your
software dashboard

oo Meeting your organization’s specific needs with
targeted tools and solutions

oo No longer wasting time pouring through extraneous
data

How the Customization Process Works:
Whether you’re looking to create a custom report or a new
tracking feature, we work with new and existing clients to
develop solutions tailored that meet their needs.
1. One of our Project Consultants will serve as your point of
contact as soon as you reach out.
2. Simply explain your needs and goals — your Project
Consultant will take it from there, working with developers
to determine the project’s feasibility, scope, timeline, and
any costs associated with it.
You don’t need to do any else; our team of experts will handle
the process and return to you with specific information about
your custom solution within a few business days.

Make your GPS tracking tools and dashboards conform to serve your needs
— not the other way around. Contact Rastrac’s team of Project Consultants
today to learn more about creating a custom GPS tracking solution for your
organization and industry.

Rastrac

12741 Research Blvd. Suite 500
Austin, TX 78759

Get in Touch Now
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